
Our company is looking to fill the role of director, strategic alliances. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for director, strategic alliances

Interface with internal stakeholders to ensure brand objectives, strategies
and tactics translate over to Professional Society goal and strategies in a
compliant fashion
Work with BD as the medical lead to coordinate efforts in searching,
evaluation, due diligence and execution of business development
opportunities
Prepare and deliver presentations to Executive Leadership integrating and
summarizing scientific, clinical, financial, and market information
Assist in the structuring and negotiating of licensing and acquisition
agreements with potential business partners
Present business rationale analyses and proposals to other scientific
professionals
Evaluate business opportunities and present various scenarios to Executive
Leadership explaining the scientific context the business proposal
Conduct business analyses identifying key pharmaceutical market trends and
opportunities
Assist with initial evaluation of new opportunities for scientific, clinical, and
commercial fit with product strategy
Stays abreast of emerging healthcare & pharmaceutical industry trends and
assess their potential impact on business strategies
Develop the Alliance Partner business plan for and with the Partner(s) across
all Routes to Market in the organization

Example of Director, Strategic Alliances Job
Description
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Competency in contract negotiation from the high-level goals to the last
detail
Proven ability to manage yourself (and your employees) to KPIs and focus on
moving the needle every week
Have a network of industry relationships with potential partners, competitors,
customers and thought leaders
Strategic thinker with technical background or related experience who is able
to blend technology and business strategy to develop compelling plans for
joint solutions
Demonstrated record of delivering quality results globally with supporting
metrics
Demonstrated superior presentation and communication skills for a global set
of constituents


